
On the Painting of the Han Period<1
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Newly Discovered Materials in Korea and in South Manchuria 

Kosaku HAMADA 

I 

It is scarcely necessary to remind you of the fact that, prior to the 'T'ang dynasty, 

the period of highest cultural development, not to mention political power, known 

to ancient China, was that of the Han dynasty. l'he culture of the Han dynasty 

by no means remained confined to China alone, for most of the surrounding coun

tries and nations, where, at that time, a very f?Uch lower standard of civilization 

prevailed than in the Middle Kingdom now emerge for the first time into the dawn of 

history. In fact, Ja pan and Korea themselves, ~ntered upon the metal age influ

enced by the Han culture. 

Now, with regard to the arts and sciences of the Han dynasty, which, as I 

have said, was then the driving force of the culture of Eastern· Asia, there is an 

abundance of literary material. By reading various historical texts it is not difficult 

to trfj.ce how the Han on the one hand inherited the culture of the preceding age, 

i.e., that of the Chou dynasty, and on the other hand, th~ough intercourse with West

ern countries and other foreign parts, brought in and adapted foreign cultural 

elements to a considerable extent. 

Among the elements of Han culture, those concerning which we have the 

clearest information are, Erst, the system of government as described in the histories 

of the time, and second, the literature as prese:ved to us in the original texts them-

(1) The article is based chiefly upon a lecture given on the occasion of the five hundredth number of 
'the Kokka l!llTI ~, in 1934. Though the Japanese text was published already in the Kokka as well as in 
the Ying-eh 'eng-tsu 1f !!&, :_f- (Archceologia Oriental is, Vol. 4) this is the first English ve;sion with much 
revision. Author is indebted to Mr. William AcKER who kindly translated this from the original 
Japanese text, 
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selves. For instance, the Shih-chi £1: 1'12., taken as representative of the literature and 

historiography of the time, together with a considerable number of cbntemporary 

poems, odes, and prose works, are so well known to us Japanese as to be practically 

a fund of common knowiedge for us, formfog, as they do, a part of our education. 

Now, however, when we turn our attention to the plastic arts, it is at once evi

dent that mere written _characters and texts ca.n tell us very little, or almost nothing 

of what degree of proficiency had actually been attained, nor can the numerous 

references to be found here and there in the texts very well be takert Htetally. There

fore, up to the present time, we have only the poorest kind of knowledge and the 

vaguest possible notions concerning the arts of the Han dynasty, and have been accus

tomed to view what is said concerning it in the texts with the greatest suspicion and 

reserve. Indeed, whenever the subject of Han painting or sculpture was mentioned, 

the most that we could do was to say, until recent time, that the famous stone carv

ings of ~he tomb of the Wu family ahd similar stones were the only examples worth 

considering, and consequently all theories on the subject were perforce based upon 

them alone. 

However, in the last ten or fifteen years, chiefly our Japanese scholars, in the 

course of their excavations in Korea and South Manchuria, have unearthed enough 

material to bring about an epoch-making change in our knowledge of the art of the 

Han dynasty. Taking advantage· of this opp·ortunity today, I shall, gentlemen, 

endeavour to give you a brief introduction to some. of the new materials concern

ing Han art with special reference to painting, that recent archreological discoveries 

have brought to light,. as well as to the new and verified conclusions that have been 

based upon the study of these materials; 

II 

Now the materials which have supplied us with such a wealth of~ information· 

concerning the painting of the Han dynasty are, as you know, the lacquer pieces 

found in the ancient tombs of the Lo-lang district in Korea. Of course, the sort 
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of pictures found on these merely represent fine craftsmanship as applied to lacquer 

industrial products, but the decorative elements are without any doubt of a pictorial 

nature. Among these there are some incised pictures which were made by scratching 

with some instrument resembling a needle, and there are also a considerable number 

which were painted with a brush-pen. It should be obvious that, for.getting some 

idea of the technique of the painting of that period, these are far ·and away superior 

to those stone pas-reliefs already mentioned. 

However, aside from these lacquer pieces from the Lo-lang tombs, there is 

another source of information ,co~ceming Han painting. . As. early as the forty

fifth year of Meiji, 19j:2, I myself uneatthed lacquer ware decorated with representa

tions of dragon-Iike ·'ani~als and lattice designs from two sepulchres at Mu-ch'eng-i 

4J.: gk ~- near Ying-ch'eng-tzu j ik ~ in South Manchuria.(1) 'These were, how-

. ever, in ah exceedingly fragmentary condition so that little notice was taken· of theri1 

even in learned ~irdes. 

In the fifth year of Taisho, 1916, the Han tombs of the ancient Lo-lang or Rakuro 

~ i~ district<2) were first excavated scientifically by the late Dr. 'Tei Sekino and his 

party. Arriong them 'Tomb No. 9·revealed the richest contents, and lacquer vessels 

bearing exquisite ornamental designs, were found, together with a· belt buckle in 

very superior gold filigree, and other objects. Next, iri the thirteenth yeau£Taisho, 

1924, in.the course of the ex·cavations that were then being carried on by Messrs. Ryo

saku Fujita, Oba and others of the Goyer.riment..:General Museum 'of Chosen, 

not only were many similar lacquer vessels obtained,(3) but this time it was found that 

dates of the later Han period and other inscriptions were preserved on some of the 

(1) The tombs were situated a few miles east of Ryojun :J.iR. l@i (Port Arthur]. See the article 
written by-myself in the Toyo-Gakuho J!Of-~¥~ (Vols. I & II), and also in Nan-shan-li Tf-i rlilf!. 
(Archce'ologia Orientalis, Vol. 3, 1933). 

(2) Ancient cemetery of the Lo-lang district is near Heij8 +~ city, on the south bank of River 
Daid8 ;;I~ JA}¥!, 

(3) Results of the excavations are yet unpl!blished. But the lacquer inscriptions are reference'd 
in Dr. SEKrno's report, &c. 
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vessels, so that besides finding the new materials, · they were able to fix the exact 

date of manufacture in some cases. · Later, upon re-examination of Dr. Sekino's 

finds-some date inscriptions were found on the lacquer vases of that collection as 

well. 

Concerning the ornamental 

designs on these lacquer vessels, I 

shall refrain at present from giv

ing a detailed account. This has 

already been admirably done by 

Dr. SEKINO in his comprehensive 

report, (ll as is well known to you 

all. However, to venture a short 

description of the general nature of 

these ornamental designs : most of 

them are done with either the tip 

Fig. 1. Lacquer Box found in the Tomb 
of Wang Hsi.i. 

of a knife or needle, or with a very fine brush, the colours used being red, green, 

and yellow lacquer for the most part, and consist of running animals interspersed 

here and there amorig scattered flying clouds. This is the favorite design. (Fig. 1) 

The touch is exceedingly delicate, but at the same time not feeble. Indeed, the 

refined and perfected skill with which the work was done is a matter for astonishment. 

Though the men who made -these designs were mere lacquer workers-or perhaps 

I ought to say because they were lacquer workers-still they had such superior 

and delicate brush-work at their command, that there is ample material here from 

which to make deductions concerning the accomplishments of contemporary pro

fessional painters. 

Besides these, there are all kinds of .floating cloud designs, lattice designs, etc., 

(1) DR. Tei SEKINO and others, Rakurogun-jidai no lseki ~jfe.J!liJlc/J: 1-1;;:z.fffi:&lf or Sites and 

Remains of Ancieni Lo-Zang District (Speciar Report of the Survey of Antiquities of Chosen, 

Vol. 3), &c. 
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executed with the same degree of maturity and ingenuity. The same designs are 

seen not only on lacquer, but also more frequently appear on bronzes with gold 

and silver inlay.(1l They constitute a characteristic of the Han ornamentation. In 

general, it may be' said that the decorations on such lacquer vessels are conventional 

designs, with no more added than the animal forms mixed into the design in a 

decorative ma,nner, a11 exception to this general rule being designs on a mirror in the 

collection of Marquis Hosokawa, where we found hunting horsemen.(2> 

Arid so, we have come- to know, that there was a great development in decora

tive design during the Han _dynasty,- and also, that they were extremely ingenious 

in the rendering of animal forms, 'J;)irds and beasts. However, from these examples 

only it was impossible to estimate at once· the degree of ability attained during the 

Han period,· in the representation of the human £gure. 

III 

However, soon afterwards important materials were found in another tomb of 

the same Lo-lang district, which were sufficient to £11 the gap in our knowledge 

of the £eld of £gure painting. For in the- fourteenth year of Taisho, 1925, Messrs. 

Kuroita, Harada and Tazawa, of the Department of Literature of the Tokyo Imperial 

University, in the· course of excavating the tomb of Wang Hsu .:E Bf discovered 

paintings on a lacq11er bowl and a small tortoise sheH box.t3> -

The shallow "bowl ~ which bore an inscription " made by Lu If A: in the 

t~elfth year of the Yung-ping era" 71( 2p- +· = ~p (69' A.D.) was a small picture of two 

immortals one male and the other female, seated on a big rock. The touch is virile 

and strong, and colours such as red, green, etc.~ have been added. (Fig~ 2) The 

second is a small line drawing of £gures, on the lid of a tiny tortoise shell casket 

(1) M. RosTOVTZEFF, Inlaid Bronzes of tlze Han Dynasty in tlze Collection of C. T. Loo (Paris, 

1927) and Relics of tlze Han and Pre~Han Period )!J ~ i!~ (Tokyo Imperial Museum, 1933), &c. 

(2) The Bijutsu-Kenkyu ~ filq:WF5E or Study of Arts, No. 13 (T8ky8, 1933), &c. 

(3) Y. HARADA and Others, Lo-lang ~ ii, or the Report on tlze Excavation of Wang Hsu's Tomb 

in tlze Lo-lang Province. (Tokyo Imperial University, 1930). 
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slightly over two inches square. There are four winged figures, and nine other 

figures,' some standing, some seate~. They are masterfully drawn with an extremely 

free t01ich. (Fig. 3) 

Due to these two relics chiefly, we now know that painting in the Han dynasty 

wa~ n~t limit~d to mere decorative design and animal figures, and that the painters 

of that d~y had condderable ability in the field of figure painting. Thus our ideas 

concerning the painting o{ the Han period have und~fgone considerable change. 

Nevertheless, our knowledge and opinions concerning Han figure painting have 

rec~ntly become· even more definite, so that we have had to revise certain of our 

views once again. This new.information was iikewise supplied by a find excavated 

at Lo~lang; · In October of the si~th year of Shoiva; 193 1, Messrs. Koidzumi and 

Sawa of the Society for the Study of Korean Antiquities were excavating tomb No. 

u6 at Nanseiri p~ :;lt: 1!, not far from other tombs which I have mentioned, and 

unearthed a bamboo basket decorated with exquisite paintings in lacquer (Fig. 4) 

with· other ·valuable relics. This is a small covered basket or chest of woven bam

boo, about 1 5 inches long and 7 inches wide and high. On every corner and edge 

of the :cover as well as the basket are sitting and standing figures, numbering ninety

four in alL Framing ot supplementing these figures everywhere, are lozenges, 

coiled..,dragons and vine :driceau designs, etc.' 

First of all, on the upper part of the basket body-just that part which fits into 

the c·over~there is a frieze of figures forming the·brbadest belt around it. (Fig 5 .) 

On one of the two long side strips, ate ten figures beginning with the filial son Ting 

Lan T ffll~ and the wooden· image of his father. (Fig. 7) On the long strip on the 

other side of the box are ten more figures, among them Wei T'ang~! ri, etc. On 

one of the end strips· are the Four Grey beards of Mount Shang R~j !ll lI9 M!t, and 

another figure making five in all. (Fig. 8) At the other e:11.d are also five figures, cer

tain of which may r~present Po I{~~~ and the wicked Emperor Chou *1· of the Yin 

C1) A. KomZUMI, S. SAWA and K. HAMADA, T lie Tomb of Painted Basket of Lo-lang ~H~ ~ [&'. ~

(Society of the Study of Korean Antiquities, 1934). 
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dynasty. All of these are seated figures. 

Further on the central sash of the cover there are six figures among them the 

Emperor Huang-ti ;'Jtt 1jf, etc;., and along the top edges of the cover on all four sides 

there are rows of small figures, all untitled, forty-two in all (fourteen on one side, 

thirteen on the other, while the ends have seven an_d eight respectively). These 

figures, too, are all represented in a sitting position. (Fig. 6) On the four corners 

of the body of the basket are the King Wen-wang jt £ and his queen, the King of 

Wu ~ .:E. and two pretty women. On the four corners of the cover are also 

figures, one to each corner, all standing. 

Except for the small figrn:es on the edges of the cover, the name of each person

age represente<;l is written to one side. Among these names, however, the name 

Mu-Ian*~ for instance is wrongly written* ~i] (Mu-ch'an) and in the Four.Grey

beards of Mount Shang p~j [JJ 1211 Mr, the character shang PJj is mistakenly written jJ 

(cheng) and the character hao (11! as f-@f. There ~re a number of such wrongly written 

characters, and characters used phonetically to represent the sound of the real ones 

perhaps unknown to the lacquer painter. At any rate, we may suppose that the 

subjects were taken from the then extremely popular book, Tales of Filial Children 

~ r {J;IJ as well as from other historical and traditional sources. 

It is surprising that, whereas the outli:n,es of the hands and faces are done with 

lines as fine as hairs, yet smooth and flowing, the outlines .of the folds in the robes, 

etc., are handled boldly with thick strokes. The heads of the figures are somewhat 

disproportionately large and the bodies short and fat, thus reminding us of the 

figures in Yen Li-pen's scroll, pictures of the Emperors and Kings ~ iL * i'ff £ h'Hil, 

However, they are all not much in motfon, still all are very much alive. The pupils 

( 1) We give here all the inscribed names of figures in the following : 

COVER: i'it W, ffi$ fr, all others erased. 

BASKET: Longer side A: i\lj; (~fr j; ?), ~::i, 1#¥*, f,f.ta[l,·~;l(~, *~• i/f-.t:J, i/f-3:,Y, * 
x A, T N\~. Longer side B: 'l!HB, 4; fr, 4i' ~. % ~. f~ ~. tt fcl%, 1Hfl; m i/f-.-=f, 
;/f-. t:lt-. Shorter side A : * _m jl 0, F,:lj Jli lZ1l ri!r, ;/f-. !l\ 1if. Shortei: side B : 1s ~. M 
{if,~~. 1;!f-.&[I. Corner figures: ~fr; ~ .:E, f-/f- ~B; ~ fr, ~ lE; ~ ±, f-/f- Ja[I. 
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of the eyes of each figure are turned far to the right or to the left in such a way that 

they seem to be talking among themselves. It is wonderful how, though they are 

painted in such a narrow, stage-like frieze, their actions and expressions are all 

interrelated. (Il 

The faces of old people and children are clearly ?istinguished, but it seems as 

though there were not much difference bet~een those of men and women. As to 

· the colours, I cannot say for sure what they originally were, because they have 

faded somewhat, but the faces of women, boys, and noblemen are now cream colour, 

whereas most of the men have ruddy faces. Some of the robes are chestnut colour 

with vermilion borders, others are dark green with yellow borders, arid some again 

are black; in fact, the whole colour scheme is exceedingly cleverly combined and 

thought out. (2l 

Until this basket \vas found no one ever thought it possible that such refined 

drawings could have·existed so long ago as the Han dynasty, and when I first saw 

· the pictures of this bamboo basket I could not help but_ exclaim· in astonishment. 

At the same time I realized at once that it showed very distinctly characteristics that, 

· without doubt gave me a direct intuition of what Han painting must have been like. 

Notwithstanding that these _paintings in lacquer are far from being the work 

of a famous painter of the time, arid ~r~?. after all, nothing more· than the lacquer

worker's stock iii trade, still, it would seem that by dint of r~peatingthe same designs 

over and over again, they at length attairted to maturity and refinement, artisans 

though they were. Of course~ the basket must have been brought there to that 

forlorn country from the central part of China by the person who was buried in 

the tomb. Arid no doubt it was buried with him or her because it had been highly 

treasured and cherished in the life. 

(1) . SeeaJso Hamada's ;:irticle in the Shi-so ,I[!, m, No. 4 (1935), where a more detailed description 

and interpreta.tion of the paintings is given. 

(2) . There is also fqund a small fragment of lacquer with figure painting which belonged to 

anotherar ~ide. The style"of painting, however, is much the same with that of the basket. 
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IV 

While these delicate miniature paintings on the bamboo basket were still being 

admired, other relics now: came to light which seemed to hint at the existence, during 

the Han dynasty, of larger paintings and frescos. I am referring to the finding of 

wall paintings that were discovered in the summer of the year following the find-:

ing of the painted basket (i.e. in 1932) by Messrs. 0. Mori and H: Naito of the 

museum of Ryojun (Port Arthur), South Manchuria, in the course of excavations 

at Mu-ch'eng-i t& :M; ~ near Ying-ch'eng-tzu ~~ :M; -=f4 in Kwantung.l1 l 

Fig. 10. Five-chambered Tomb with Fresco Paintings·. 

This tomb, sit

uated quite near to 

the tombs where I 

myself first unearthed 

·the Han lacquer frag

ments more than 

thirty years ago, is a 

wonderfully well-pre

served multi-cham

bered tomb built of 

brick- decorated with 

geometrical patterns 

in colour. (Fig. 10) 

Joined to the double 

central chamber on 

three sides are three 

smaller chambers, and on the rear wall of the central chamber there are fresco paint

ings in perfect preservation. In the upper left hand corner there are representations 

of a genie flying in the clouds and a venerable old man with a white beard who 

(1) This fresco painting was first published in the Toyo-Bijutsu JI;[ tl ~ tig (No . 14) by my~_c:Jf.., 
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possibly represents certain Taoist deity, while to the right stands a bearded man in 

ceremonial robe and cap with an attendant, representing, most probably, the occupant 

of the tomb. Under all these figures are three mor~, the first kotowing, the second 

kneeling, and the third standing in an attitude of worship. Besides these figures, a 

small table with offerings, as well as various receptacles for food and drink are 

shown, so that one may, indeed, suppose that the whole represents a. food offering 

to the spirit of the dead. (Fig. 11) 

Opposite this painting, on the southern wall on either side of the entrance, 

stand two bearded and fierce looking figures, one bearing a sword and a pennant 

and the other a flag. (Fig. u.) These are probaply meant to be the guardians of 

the tomb. At the east entrance there are flowing cloud designs and one water bird 

(Fig. 13) and further, outside the so'uthern entrance, over the arch, are painted a 

monster with enormous eyes and mouth. split fro.in ear to ear, holding a snake in 

one hand and a flag in the other, together with the figure of a rampant tiger. (Fig. 14) 

All these paintings a:re ink-paihting of a rather crude sort, the only other colour 

used being a little vermilion here and there on the lips or the collars of the figures, 

but the character of the strokes is firm, and the shapes of the men and animals are 

done well enough. This does not, of course, mean that there were fine painters in an 

out of the way place like Liao-tung or South Manchuria at that time, but the fact 

that a work of this sort remains in this of all places, (inasmuch as it suffices to give 

some idea of the artistic attain!llents ~n painting of the period) enables us t6 imagine 

what splendid works must have existed inthe tombs or official quarters of emperors 

and the nobility in Central China.<1) 

Things like the bas-reliefs in the Han tombs· of Shantung, the Hsiao-tang-shan 

*~Ill reliefs (relifo en creux) and those of the Wu family tombs Ji\'.;~ ffiri] are not 

found in the tomb chambers themselves, but were principally used as the decora:-

(r) In the tomb of painted basket of Lo-lang it is also noticed that men and horses in a large scale 
were painted in a wall of ante-room, but alinost all the figures are now disappeared. We s~e also 
sometiml'.'.s apin1al figures ai;e painted on the.bricks in the Lo-lang tombs elsewhere. 
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tions for the cult-room or offering chamber. Certain Western scholars such as 

Ashton, Siren and Fischer have suggested that these may represent what were 

originally decorative wall paintings for rooms, translated into stone for the sake of 

permanence-a view to which we may assent. 

And although, of course such wall paintings had their greatest development 

under Indian and central Asian influence du.ting the period of the Six Dynasties artd 

T'ang when B]-Iddhism was being introduced into China,.(1l still, as we see, the 

origins of wall painting were by no means foreign, and we may indeed conjecture 

that this kind of art had its first beginnings, perhaps as early as the dynasties be

fore the Han, perhaps in the cave-dwellings dug into the lbess, or perhaps in dwell

ings of brick, where it most naturally would develop spontaneously, because such 

dwellings require the walls to be stuccoed. 

V 

Now, we must admit that these new archreological discoveries in Korea and 

South Manchuria have given us quite revolutionary opinions· about the develop

ment of, and the degree of proficiency shown in, the painting of the Han ( es

pecially of the Later Han) period, upon which up till recently, aside from the stone 

bas.-reliefs of Shantung, the only new information added was· that afforded by some 

figures painted on the surface of some large sized bricks recently acquired by the 

Boston Museum(2l and some other institutions, as well as by the ~mbroideries, etc., 

found by the Kozlov expedition in the ancient tombs of Noin-ula in Mongolia.(3) 

(1) Astt:TO·N, Aiz Introduction to the Study of Chinese Sculpture (London, 1924); FISCHER, Die 

Kunst Indiens China und Japans (Berlin, 1928) and Osvald SrnEN, A History of Early Chz"nese Art, 

Vol. 2 (London, 1932). 

(2) Wall paintings of the Six Dynasties we can judge from those in the Kokori tombs near Heijo 

in Korea as well as those in the Kondo Hall of Horyuji Temple in Japan. 

(3) Otto FISCHER, Die chinesische Malerei der Han Dynastie (Berlin, f 932), and La peintt1re 

clzinoise au temps des Han (Gazette des Beaux-arts, 1932), &c. 

(4) W. Perceval YETTs, Discoveries of thr: K.oz./ov Expedition .(The Burlington Magazine, 

1926), &c. 
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As for Han sculpture, this has become better known as a result of new 

archreological excavations in the course of which various materials such as funerary 

utensils, clay figurines, as · well as animals in ·stone; etc. have been found, · so 

that the nature of this early sculptural art has become quite clear to us. Coming to 

the painting of the period; however, due to the fact that it was so long shrouded 

in complete. darkness, we ourselves were inclined to imagine that in the art of the 

Han dynasty, whereas sculpture had developed early, painting had not been able to 

go beyond an extremely infarttile stage. As for the scholars who relied upon literary 

sources alone, they may have believed that many paintings of high artistic quality 

had been in existence since before the Han dynasty, but this was no more than ex

tremely vague, not to say groundless idea. 

But now, judging by the degree of ability shown in the examples of the Han 

painting which I have already mentioned, we may consider that many fragmentary 

records concerning paintings are not necessarily untrustworthy. For instance, we 

are told that the Emperor Wu-ti it ij'jf of the Former Han built terraced rooms in his 

Palace. of the Sweet Springs (Kan-ch'iian-kung it 7~ 1I) and had the demons and 

divinities of Heaven and Earth and Original {:haos painted there. <1l Again in the 

third year of Kan-Ju ii-~ (5 I B.c.) the Emperor Hsiian-ti •~ ftf had the portraits 

of meritorious subjects painted in the Unicorn Pavilion (Chi-lin-ko ft'.@t ~ lffl).<2l 

Again in al~ the chambers of the Palace of Clear Light (Ming-kuang-tien ~!f:l jc ~), 

the walls were painted with shell white, over which were painted figures of heroes 

of antiquity.l3l And yet again, the Hall of Spiritual Effulgence (Ling-kuang-tien 

1ll 7t ~) of Lu 1', was filled with paintings of the classes and kinds of Heaven and 

Earth, living things and miscellaneou·s objects, monsters; mountain divinities, sea 

spirits, etc. All these suggest frescoes undoubtedly. 

Coming down to the Later Han period the Emperor Ming-ti l=IJ:j "l'):f established 

(1) See the Han-shu ~W: (~BffiB ~) 

(2) S~e the Han~shu ~ W: (1.lti it~) 

(3) See the Han-kuan-tien-chih ~ 1'f ::!)lt. ~ by TsAr CHrn 1$; :f!I:. 
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painting officials ii: rg, and the Emperor Hsien-tsung ~ ff: is said to have had por

traits of distinguished ministers, etc., painted on the Cloud Terrace (Yiin-tai * ~). 
Later still in ·the time of Su-tsung Jl * the official quarters were all richly decorated 

with mountain divinities, sea-spirits, strange birds and weird animals, etc., in order 

to impress the barbarians. And so, for insta11ce, such painters as Mao Y en-shou 

=IHI., Ch'enPi ~flijy:, Liu Pai JUS, KungKu'an i!'.Yt, Yang Wang ~i~, and 

Fan Yii ~ ~ of the Former Han, and Ts'ai Yung ~ ~' Chang Heng gJ,Hfftj, Liu 

Pao JU~, Chao Ch'i Mr 1l.B(, Liu Ch'ieh JU Ji and Yang Lu ti :t really were profes

sional painters, and there is no reason why we should not think that their skill was 

by no means of a low order. It follows that evet1 the famous story about the painter 

Mao Y en-shou and the portrait of the court lady Wang-chao-chiin :£ 07] ~· can be 

taken to show to how great an extent the portraiture of the time was really lifelike 

· and accurate. <1> 

It is chiefly, however, animal figures and human figures that we read about 

in the texts and find among the archreological remains: As for lands.cape painting, 

almost no reference whatever is to be found in the contemporary_ literature con-: 

cerning it, and this state of affairs continues throughout the Six Dynasties and to 

some extent the T'ang ; for it was not until the Sung dynasty that there was any 

considerable development in this field of art. However, that landscape should _be 

the last form of painting to attain to its full development has been the universal 

rule in all countries. 

(4) See the Lu-Ling-l(uang-tien-fu ~, fi :3/6 b!Jz ffii!: by WANG YEN-SHOU ±Es\W. 
(5) See the Li-tai-ming-hua-chi M. f\:; 45 ii: ric. 
(6) See the Hou-han-shu 1l ~~(=-f- 7\*?¥mfn). 
(7) See the Hou-han-shu ~ ~~ (rn ffif¥). 
(1) The story goes thus: Wang-chao-chiin was a court-lady of the Emperor Yiian-ti 7f.::W. When 

Hu-han-hsieh fl'f ~~ ;!f~, the Shan-yii ¥ -=f or king of Hsiung-nu 1<i] "fr:x asked the Han court for a beauty to 

be his wife, the emperor gave Wang-chao-chiin to him, because her portrait painted by Mao Yen-shou, 

was not very flattering to her though in fact she was the most beautiful in the court. The poor victim 

was sent to the forlorn country beyond the desert. Afterw~rds it was found that all the court

ladies except W ang-chao-chii_n had bribed the painter to be painted b(;*r-looking th~n they were. 

The emperor condemned the artist to death, 
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In: ancient Greece, the only paintings that have come down to us so far are those 

on the well known vases and urns, which are somewhat inferior compared to other 

arts of the time especially to the related art of sculpture. Therefore, most scholars 

considered formerly that the painting of ancient Greece was in fact greatly inferior 

to the sculpture, but nowadays we have come to -know that this is a false way of 

thinking and that painting in fact kept pace with sculpture. It was quite the same in 

ancient China. Viewing the question from the point of view of the development 

of literature, as well as of sculpture and other arts, there is no reason why we 

shouid be surprised that painting, too, kept pace with these, and that it had reached 

a corresponding level of excellence. We should rather regard it as quite natural 

that th1s should have been so. 

·Fo:r these new conclusions-s1mple enough conclusions no doubt, but the-point 

is that they are correct-we have to thank recent archreological activity in general, 

and especially the zealous work of the scholars of our country, which have made 

them possible. Leaving aside the reasons for these conclusions, I have limited my

self to-night to a simple statement of the facts. In the future the discovery of new 

materials will of course bring new conclusions to the world of art history, and I 

should like to bring this lecture to a close with an expression of my confident hope 

that this wilL be so.m 

(1) The engraved paintings in the tomb of Chu Wei *m;N are thought to be Han examples, by 

many authorities, but I have still some doubt on their date. So I have not mentioned them in the 

lecture. 



Fig. 2. Male and female immortals on the rock painted on a 

lacquer bowl found in the tomb of Wang Hsii. (Hara<la) 

Fig. 3. Figure painting on a tortoise-shell box found in the tomb 

of Wang Hsu. (Harada) 



Fig. 4. Painted lacquer basket with cover found in the tomb 

No.I 16 at Nanseiri. 

Fig. 5. Top surface of the cover of basket, do. 

Fig. 6. A long side of the basket, do. 



Fig. 7. Part. of a long side of the basket, do. 

Fig. 8. Part of a short side of the basket, do. 

Fig. 9. Part of a long side of the basket, do. 
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Fig. 1 I. Fresco on the rear wall of the central chamber of the five-chambered tomb of Ying-ch'eng-tzi:i. 



on the south wall v 

Fig. I 2. Fresco b f Ying-ch'eng-tzu. 
the five-chambered tom o 

of 

Fig. 13. 



Fig. 14. Fresco on the outer wall of the central chamber of the 

five-chambered tomb of Ying-ch'eng-tzu. (From a copy) 

Figs. 1 5-16. Parts of the fresco of the rear wall of the central chamber, do. 


